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 Unilateral noise-induced hearing loss reduces the input to the central auditory pathway 
disrupting the excitatory and inhibitory inputs to the inferior colliculus (IC), an important binaural 
processing center.  Little is known about the compensatory synaptic changes that occur in the 
IC as a consequence of unilateral noise-induced hearing loss.  To address this issue, Sprague-
Dawley rats underwent unilateral noise exposure resulting in severe unilateral hearing loss.  IC 
tissues from the contralateral and ipsilateral IC were evaluated for acute (2-d) and chronic (28-
d) changes in the expression of 84 synaptic plasticity genes on a PCR array.  Arc and Egr1 
gene were further visualized by in situ hybridization to validate the PCR results.  None of the 
genes were upregulated, but many were downregulated post-exposure. At 2-d post-exposure, 
more than 75% of the genes were significantly downregulated in the contralateral IC, while only 
two were downregulated in the ipsilateral IC.  Many of the downregulated genes were related to 
long-term depression, long-term potentiation, cell adhesion, immediate early genes, neural 
receptors and postsynaptic density.  At 28-d post-exposure, the gene expression pattern was 
reversed with more than 85% of genes in the ipsilateral IC now downregulated.  Most genes 
previously downregulated in the contralateral IC 2-d post-exposure had recovered; less than 
15% remained downregulated.  These time-dependent, asymmetric changes in synaptic 
plasticity gene expression could shed new light on the perceptual deficits associated with 
unilateral hearing loss and the dynamic structural and functional changes that occur in the IC 
days and months following unilateral noise-induced hearing loss. 
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 Two ears are better than one in nearly all aspects of auditory perception, but especially 
when it comes to sound localization.  The auditory system is able to precisely identify the 
location of a sound source in space using extremely small interaural time differences (ITD) and 
interaural intensity differences (IID) (Blauert, 1983).  The initial stages of binaural processing 
needed to localize a sound are accomplished by neurons located in the superior olivary complex 
and inferior colliculus (IC).  Binaurally sensitive neurons in these regions are extraordinarily 
sensitive to small ITDs and IITs (Yin and Chan, 1990, Li and Kelly, 1992, Park and Pollak, 
1993).  Consequently, severe unilateral hearing loss would be expected to disrupt the 
magnitude and time of arrival of the synaptic inputs that impinge upon binaural neurons in the 
auditory brainstem and midbrain.  The loss of auditory information from one ear would also likely 
disrupt the integration of sound-evoked neural activity with visual and somatosensory system 
(Aitkin et al., 1978, Brainard and Knudsen, 1995).   
 The IC plays an important role in many aspects of auditory processing such as intensity 
coding, temporal processing, sound localization and multisensory integration (Popelar et al., 
1994, Spongr et al., 1997, Walton et al., 1998, Horvath and Lesica, 2011, Nakamoto et al., 
2015).  Unilateral noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) leads to transneuronal axonal degeneration 
in both the ipsilateral and contralateral IC (Kim et al., 1997, Morest et al., 1997) and a gradual 
increase in sound-evoked hyperactivity in the ipsilateral IC and an increase in spontaneous 
activity in both the ipsilateral and contralateral IC over several weeks (Popelar et al., 1994, 
Mulders and Robertson, 2009).  Unilateral cochlear damage results in a significant decrease 
immunolabeling of GABA receptors in the contralateral IC (Dong et al., 2010b).   
 The functional and structural changes resulting from cochlea damage likely leads to 
altered gene expression in the IC.  In one study, high-frequency, unilateral noise-induced 
hearing loss altered the expression level of eight candidate genes in the IC.  Immediately after 
the noise-exposure when thresholds were elevated approximately 65 dB, the mRNA levels of 
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genes involved in excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmission were downregulated in both the 
ipsilateral and contralateral IC (Dong et al., 2010a).  After a 4-week recovery period, hearing 
thresholds and gene expression levels had largely recovered to their original levels.  These 
results suggest that the noise-induced gene expression changes related to neurotransmission 
vary with post-exposure time in both the ipsilateral and contralateral IC.  Therefore, we designed 
our study to examine both early and late changes in synaptic plasticity gene expression in both 
the ipsilateral and contralateral IC following a severe unilateral noise exposure. 
 Except for a few studies that assessed a handful of genes (Dong et al., 2010a, Dong et 
al., 2010b, Vogler et al., 2014), almost nothing is known about the dynamic changes in gene 
expression that occur in the IC following permanent unilateral NIHL.  The dynamic changes in 
gene expression that occur after a severe unilateral hearing loss almost certainly contribute to 
the structural and functional remodeling of the synapses in the ipsilateral and contralateral IC 
that are involved with complex perceptual processes such as sound localization, intensity 
coding, multisensory integration and tinnitus.  Determining which synaptic plasticity genes are 
involved in remodeling the neural circuits in the ipsilateral and contralateral IC could provide 
novel insights into the mechanisms that drive the neuroplastic changes in the IC following 
unilateral hearing loss.   
 To address this knowledge gap, we focused our efforts on identifying changes in 84 
synaptic plasticity genes that likely contribute to the functional and structural reorganization of 
the IC following severe unilateral hearing loss.  Intense noise exposure was used to induce 
unilateral hearing loss because it is one of the most common causes of acquired hearing loss in 
young adults and military personnel (Humes et al., 2006, Moon, 2007).  In addition, unilateral 
noise-induced hearing loss is often used to induce tinnitus (Heffner and Harrington, 2002) and 
to investigate its neural correlates during the acute and chronic stages of the disorder (Ma et al., 
2006, Mulders and Robertson, 2009).  Therefore, we unilaterally exposed rats to intense noise 
(126 dB SPL) that induced a severe unilateral hearing loss.  Afterwards we evaluated the acute 
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(2-d) and chronic (28-d) changes in the expression of 84 synaptic plasticity-related genes in 
both the contralateral and ipsilateral IC.   
Methods 
 Subjects:  All procedures used in this study were approved by the University at Buffalo 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and were consistent with NIH guidelines.  
Sprague-Dawley rats, 3-4 months of age, were used for these studies.  The rats were housed in 
the University at Buffalo Laboratory Animals Facility and given free access to food and water.  
The colony was maintained at 22oC and followed a 12-h light/dark cycle.  A total of 15 rats were 
used.  Six rats were used for auditory brainstem response (ABR) hearing tests and in situ 
hybridization studies (three controls and three 28-d post-exposure).  The ABR was used to 
estimate the hearing loss in the noise-exposed ear and the contralateral ear that was ear-
pugged during the noise exposure as described below.  To avoid the confounding effects of 
anesthesia and the stress associated with ABR testing, the remaining nine rats were used 
exclusively for the gene array studies (three controls, three 2-d post-exposure and three 28-d 
post-exposure.   
 Noise exposure:  The noise-exposed rats and sham control rats were anesthetized with 
isoflurane (1.5%).  The left ear of the noise-exposed rats were exposed for 2 h to at 126 dB SPL 
narrow band noise (NBN, 100 Hz bandwidth) centered at 12 kHz as described previously (Kraus 
et al., 2011, Baizer et al., 2015).  The output port of the super compression acoustic driver was 
placed approximately 10 mm from the opening of the left ear canal.  The left ear was chosen for 
the exposure because of logistical consideration related to the equipment and to optimize 
reliability and consistency in the results.   A foam plug was securely inserted into the 
contralateral ear canal and then completely covered with petroleum jelly to protect the right ear 
from noise damage (Kraus et al., 2011, Manohar et al., 2016). Because the exposure intensity 
was extremely high and the sound source was oriented close to the entrance of the ear canal, 
noise-exposed ears were expected to sustain massive hair cell lesion and significant hearing 
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loss at all frequencies whereas hair cells and auditory thresholds were expected to remain 
normal in the plugged ears as previously reported (Kraus et al., 2011, Baizer et al., 2015, 
Manohar et al., 2016).  Sham control rats underwent the same procedure, but without the noise 
exposure.  The noise exposure and sham experimental treatments were carried out at 
approximately the same time of day (between 10:00 am and 12:30 pm). 
 Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR):  The auditory brainstem response (ABR) was 
measured in three unilaterally noise-exposed rats and three sham controls using methods 
described previously (Jamesdaniel et al., 2008, Chen et al., 2010, Liu et al., 2011).  The 
experimenter measuring the ABR thresholds was blind to the experimental treatment.  Briefly, 
the rats were anesthetized with ketamine (50 mg/kg, i.p.) and xylazine (6 mg/kg) (i.p.) and 
placed on a heating pad to maintain core body temperature at 37 °C.  ABR threshold 
measurements were obtained from both the left and right ear.  During ABR testing, a foam 
earplug was inserted securely into the contralateral, non-test ear and covered with petroleum 
jelly while tone-bursts were presented to the ipsilateral test ear.  After completing the ABR 
testing in ipsilateral test ear, the earplug material was removed and placed in the opposite ear 
and tone bursts presented to the unplugged test ear to determine the ABR thresholds in that 
ear.  Digitally generated (TDT system, SigGen, FL, USA) tone bursts (1 ms duration, 0.5 ms 
rise/fall time, cosine2-gated, 6, 12, 20, and 32 kHz) were presented at a rate of 21/s through a 
loudspeaker (FT28D, Fostex) located approximately 15 cm from the opening of the ear canal of 
the test ear.  The sound level was decreased in 10 dB increments from 90 dB SPL to at least 10 
dB below the intensity at which the ABR response disappeared.  Threshold was defined as the 
lowest intensity needed to reliably obtain a just detectable ABR response consisting of a 
positive to negative deflection in ABR waveform that typically occurred around 4-5 ms after 
stimulus onset (Jamesdaniel et al., 2008, Chen et al., 2014).  ABR thresholds were measured in 
the left and right ears at 28-d post-treatment in both noise-exposed group and sham groups.   
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 Synaptic Plasticity qRT-PCR:  Nine rats (three sham controls, three noise-exposed rats 
at 2-d post-treatment and three noise-exposed rats at 28 d post-treatment) were used for the 
gene array studies.  The researcher carrying out the gene array studies was blind to the 
experimental treatment.  Our qRT-PCR procedures are described in detail in previous 
publications (Hu et al., 2009, Manohar et al., 2014, Manohar et al., 2016, Manohar et al., 2019).  
To harvest the tissues as quickly as possible, the rats were euthanized with CO2, decapitated 
and the brain rapidly removed.  The left and right ICs were carefully dissected out in an RNase 
free environment. Total RNA was isolated from the tissues using the RNeasy extraction kit 
(Qiagen) as described previously (Manohar et al., 2016, Manohar et al., 2019)   
 The noise-induced gene expression changes in the IC were evaluated using a synaptic 
plasticity gene array (RT2 Profiler PCR Array Rat Synaptic Plasticity, Cat. no: PARN-126ZA 
array, SA Biosciences/Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A list of gene 
abbreviations with outlinks to definitions and annotations are available at: 
https://tinyurl.com/y9py9843.  PCR analysis was performed with a Bio-Rad CFX Connect Real 
Time PCR System (Manohar et al., 2016, Manohar et al., 2019). Three samples each from 
different animals were evaluated for the experimental conditions (sham control, 2-d post-
exposure, and 28-d post-exposure).  Fold changes and the statistical analysis of noise-induced 
changes in mRNA expression levels in the IC were performed using the SA Biosciences online 
data analysis resource (https://geneglobe.qiagen.com/us/analyze/).  Details of the company’s 
optimized data analysis procedures can be found on the company’s web site.  The software 
evaluates the efficiency and stability of the five housekeeping genes across the samples and 
uses this information to compute gene expression levels and optimize the data analysis.  Noise-
induced changes in gene expression were considered significant if: (1) the FC in gene 
expression increased by more than 50% or decreased by more than 50% (i.e., -0.5 < FC >0.5) 
and (2) p<0.05 for statistical comparison.  Differential expression of mRNAs associated with 
synaptic plasticity was expressed in a volcano plot.  Fold changes (FC) and p values were 
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converted into log 2 and – log 10 values in volcano plot, respectively.  In addition, a qRT-PCR 
synaptic plasticity gene profile analysis was performed on the sham controls to characterize the 
relative abundance of the synaptic plasticity genes relative to the housekeeping gene actin in 
the IC.  Actin was used quantify the relative abundance of the synaptic plasticity genes 
because: (1) actin is one of the most highly abundant and stable housekeeping genes and (2) 
actin was used in our previous gene profiling studies of the dorsal and ventral cochlear nucleus 
to quantify the relative abundance of synaptic plasticity genes and genes involved in 
inflammation, pain and GABAergic neurotransmission (Manohar et al., 2016, Manohar et al., 
2019).   
 RNA In Situ Hybridization:  Six rats (tissues were harvested from three sham control 
rats, and three noise-exposed rats at 28-d post-exposure) were used for the RNA in situ 
hybridization studies following procedures described in our previous study (Manohar et al., 
2019).  The rats were euthanized with 86 mg/kg, i.p, Fatal Plus (Vortech Pharmaceutical Ltd.) 
and perfused with 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline (PBS) followed by 10% formalin in PBS.  
The brains were removed, post-fixed with 10% formalin for 24 h, and then cryoprotected in 15% 
sucrose in PBS for 6 h followed by 30% sucrose in PBS for 12 h.  Frozen sections were cut at a 
thickness of 15 m, mounted on Superfrost Plus slides (Thermo Fischer Scientific) and stored 
at -80 oC for later processing.  Slides were processed according to the kit instructions 
(Advanced Cell Diagnostics, Newark, CA, RNAscope).  The technician processing the brain 
sections for in situ hybridization was blind to the experimental treatment. Probes for Arc, and 
Egr1 as well as the ubiquitin (Ubc) control probes were evaluated using 15 m thick cryostat 
sections from the inferior colliculus. Labeled sections were counterstained with Gills’ 
hematoxylin (RICC Chemical Co., Arlington, TX).  Sections were visualized with a light 
microscope (Zeiss Axioskop, 400X) and photographed with a digital camera (SPOT Insight, 
Diagnostic Instruments Inc.). 
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 Statistics and Gene Array Analysis:  For gene array analysis, p-values were 
calculated using SA Biosciences online software (https://geneglobe.qiagen.com/us/analyze/) 
that uses a Student’s t-test (two-tail distribution, equal variances between two samples, without 
correction for multiple comparisons) on the replicate 2–ΔCT values for each gene.  To reduce the 
likelihood of false positives, we used two criteria to classify noise-induced changes in gene 
expression as significant: (1) the FC in gene expression had to have increased by more than 
50% or decreased by more than 50% (i.e., -0.5 < FC >0.5) and (2) the t-tests from the online 
analysis had to return a p value of p <0.05 as described in our previous publication (Manohar et 
al., 2019). 
Results 
 Noise-Induced Unilateral Hearing Loss: The 126 dB SPL unilateral noise exposure (2 
h, 12 kHz NBN) caused profound unilateral hearing loss. Figure 1A compares the mean (+/- SD, 
n=3) ABR thresholds evoked by sound stimulation delivered to the left ear of the rats that were 
noise-exposed in the left ear versus those evoked by sounds presented to the left ear of the 
sham control rats.  ABR thresholds in the left ear of the noise exposed rats ranged from ~90-
100 dB SPL at frequencies from 6 to 32 kHz.  ABR thresholds in the left ear of the noise-
exposed rats were 50-60 dB higher than those in the left ear of the sham control rats confirming 
that the noise exposure had induced a severe unilateral hearing loss.  To determine if the 
unilateral exposure to the left ear affected thresholds in the plugged right ear, we compared the 
ABR thresholds in the right, plugged ear of the noise-exposed rats with right ear of the sham 
control rats; ABR thresholds for the two groups were nearly identical (Figure 1B).  The ABR data 
confirmed that the 126 dB SPL exposure induced a significant hearing loss in the left-exposed 
ear, but did not affect ABR thresholds in the right ear that was plugged during the noise 
exposure.  The large ABR thresholds shift in the left, noise-exposed ears are consistent with the 
massive hair cell lesions and nerve fiber lesions induced by this exposure (Kraus et al., 2011, 
Baizer et al., 2015).  
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 IC Synaptic Plasticity Gene Profile:  The synaptic plasticity gene profile can be used to 
assess the relative abundance of each of the 84 mRNA being produced by the cells within the 
IC of control animals under normal conditions. The information in mRNA for making a specific 
synaptic protein is transferred into the cytoplasm where it interacts with a ribosome that 
translates the sequence of mRNA bases into sequence of three base codons that are compiled 
into a series of amino acids needed to assemble a specific protein.  In most cells, translation 
largely occur on ER-bound ribosome and freely diffusing cytosolic ribosomes; however, in 
neurons, mRNA packaged in granules are translated in proximal dendrites and also distant 
dendrites where they can be synthesized in the appropriate location as needed (Wu et al., 
2016).   
 The relative abundance of these genes under normal conditions, putatively indicative of 
normal protein requirements of the cell, could be helpful for interpreting the gene expression 
changes that occur after an experimental manipulation.  Therefore, we calculated the relative 
abundance of the 84 synaptic plasticity genes in the IC of the three sham control rats by 
normalizing the value of each synaptic plasticity gene to the value of the highly abundant actin 
housekeeping gene.  Table 1 shows the relative abundance of each of the 84 synaptic plasticity 
genes compared to the highly abundant actin housekeeping gene.  The 10 most abundant 
genes are highlighted in bold.  Among the top five synaptic plasticity genes in Table 1, the most 
abundant was Rab3a; its relative abundance compared to actin was 0.418 (i.e., 41.8% relative 
to actin).  The second most abundant gene was Gria2 (0.201 or 20.1%), which encodes the 
excitatory glutamate ionotropic AMPA receptor subunit 2 (Chen et al., 2001).  Ppp3ca (Protein 
Phosphatase 3 Catalytic Subunit Alpha), the third most abundant gene (0.149 or 14.9%) codes 
for subunits of calcineurin A, a protein involved in the transduction of intracellular calcium-
mediated signals (Wang et al., 1996).  The fourth most abundant gene, Mapk1 (0.134 or 
13.4%), codes for mitogen-activate protein kinase 1 (also known as ERK2), which is involved in 
proliferation, differentiation and transcription.  The fifth most abundant gene was Ywhaq (0.126 
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or 12.6%), which codes a family of 14-3-3 proteins involved in signal transduction, apoptosis 
and proliferation (Malaspina et al., 2000).   
 Gene Expression Changes in Ipsilateral IC 2-d Post-Exposure:  To help with 
interpretation of the noise-induced gene expression data, the 84 synaptic plasticity genes were 
organized by the gene array manufacturer into nine defined functional categories and an “other” 
category. The functional categories in Table 2 are: long term depression (LTD), long term 
potentiation (LTP), immediate early gene (IEG), late response gene (LRG), cell adhesion (CA), 
extracellular matrix and proteolytic activity (EMP), Creb cofactors (CC), neuronal receptors 
(NR), postsynaptic density (PSD) and other (OT).  Not surprisingly, many genes are involved in 
several different functions and therefore some genes are represented in multiple categories in 
Table 2.  We retained these nine categories so that the results from the IC can be compared to 
our previous noise-induced results from the cochlear nucleus (Manohar et al., 2019). 
 The 2-d post-exposure gene expression data for the ipsilateral IC are presented in the 
volcano plot of Figure 2A.  The p-values on the ordinate are expressed in –Log10 format.  The 
abscissa shows the fold change in gene expression in Log2 format.  Points to the right of the 
right, vertical red line represent gene expression increases greater than 50% (FC=1.5; log2(1.5) 
= 0.5849).  Points to the left of the left, dashed blue line represent gene expression decreases 
greater than 50% (FC=0.5; log2(0.5) = -1).  Those points that met the >50% or <50% criterion 
and that were above the horizontal, green dashed line identify statistically significant changes in 
gene expression (p<0.05).  In the ipsilateral IC, no genes were significantly upregulated at 2-
days post-exposure; however, two genes, Tnf, and Ngfr, were significantly downregulated at this 
time (Table 3).  Tnf encodes a multifunctional proinflammatory cytokine that belongs to the 
tumor necrosis factor (TNF) superfamily; this TNF cytokine is mainly secreted by macrophages 
(Cox et al., 1990) and brain microglia (Olmos and Llado, 2014), as well as other immune cells 
(Broudy et al., 1987) and neurons (Lim et al., 2016).  The Ngfr gene codes for the nerve growth 
factor receptor (NGFr).  Nerve growth factor (NGF) binds to NGFr with high affinity (Wyatt et al., 
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1990) and promotes neuronal survival and differentiation.  The tnf gene was listed in the cell 
adhesion category and ngfr was listed in the LTD category (Table 2) per the manufacturer’s 
data sheet, but could also be place in other categories. 
 Gene Expression Changes in Contralateral IC 2-d Post-Exposure:  The 2-d post-
exposure gene expression data for the contralateral IC are presented in the volcano plot of 
Figure 2B.  None of the genes were upregulated in the contralateral IC.  However, 65 of 84 
genes were significantly downregulated (Table 4).  The decreases in gene expression were 
quite large; 10 genes (Arc, Grin2d, Grm2, Grm5, Junb, Nfkb1, Ngfr, Pcdh8, Plcg1 and Tnf) were 
downregulated more than 5 fold (FC<0.2; log2 (0.2) = -2.3219).  The numbers of downregulated 
genes in the 10 categories (Table 2) were: 22 were in the LTD category, 19 in LTP, 21 in IER, 1 
in LRG, 9 in CA, 2 in EMP, 6 in CC, 18 in NR, 13 in PSD and 2 in OT.   
 Gene Expression Changes in Ipsilateral IC 28-d Post-Exposure: The ipsilateral IC, 
which demonstrated few changes 2-days post exposure, underwent a massive downregulation 
of 73 of 84 synaptic plasticity genes at 28-d post-exposure (Figure 2C).  There were no 
significant increases in gene expression at 28-d post-exposure consistent with the 2-d post-
exposure data. The 73 genes significantly downregulated are shown in bold text in Table 5 and 
as blue symbols in the volcano plot of Figure 2C.  The two genes that were downregulated at 2-
d post-exposure, Ngfr and Tnf, were downregulated even further at 28-d post-exposure.  The 
numbers of downregulated genes in the 10 gene categories (Table 2) were: 21 in LTD, 22 in 
LTP, 22 in IEG, 2 in LRG, 9 in CA, 4 in EMP, 9 in CC, 18 in NR, 15 in PSD and 2 in OT.  Thus, 
most of the genes in all 10 categories were downregulated.  
 Gene Expression Changes in Contralateral IC 28-d Post-Exposure:  The 28-d post-
exposure gene expression data for the contralateral IC are presented in Figure 2D and Table 6.  
Substantially fewer synaptic plasticity genes were downregulated at 28-d post-exposure than at 
2-d post-exposure; no genes were upregulated at this time.  Among the 84 synaptic plasticity 
genes, only 12 were significantly downregulated 28-d post-exposure.  Most of the genes that 
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had been significantly downregulated in the contralateral IC at 2-d post-exposure had recovered 
at 28-d post-exposure and were within the “normal” range (less than 50% increase or 
decrease).  However, 12 of the genes that were significantly downregulated at 2-d post-
exposure (Arc, Cebpd, Egr1, Egr2, Egr3, Fos, Grin2c, Junb, Ngfr, Nr4a1, Pim 1 and Tnf) were 
still significantly downregulated at 28-d post-exposure.  The numbers of downregulated genes in 
each of the 10 categories (Table 2) were: 1 in LTD, 1 in LTP, 8 in IEG, 0 in LRG, 1 in CA, 0 in 
EMP, 1 in CC, 1 in NR, 2 in PSD and 0 in OT. 
 Gene Expression Shifts from Contralateral to Ipsilateral IC:  To illustrate the dynamic 
changes in gene expression, Figure 3 plots the fold change of each gene at 28-d post-exposure 
versus its fold change 2-d post-exposure, i.e., late changes versus early changes.  Points above 
the diagonal reflect an increase in gene expression from 2-d to 28-d post-exposure whereas 
points below the diagonal reflect time-dependent decreases.  Points to the left of the dashed 
vertical blue line indicate fold decreases greater than 50% (FC<0.05) whereas points to the right 
of the dashed vertical red indicate fold increases greater than 50% (FC>1.5, red line out of 
range and absent in Figure 3B).  Most of the fold change values in the ipsilateral IC were largely 
unchanged at 2-d post-exposure (i.e., value between 0.5 and 1.5).  However, nearly all of the 
gene expression values in the ipsilateral IC had declined substantially at 28-d post-exposure 
and therefore were below the diagonal.  By contrast, most of the values in the contralateral IC 
were already substantially reduced (i.e., <0.5) at 2-d post-exposure.  However, most of the fold-
change values had increased from 2-d to 28-d and so that the values were now above the 
diagonal and within the “normal” range, i.e., 0.5 to 1.5.  Thus, the temporal dynamics of gene 
expression in the ipsilateral and contralateral IC were largely out of phase.  There was a 
substantial decrease in gene expression in the ipsilateral IC between 2-d and 28-d post-
exposure.  By contrast, the gene expression changes were already substantially reduced in the 
contralateral IC at 2-d post-exposure but then largely recovered (increased) to the “normal” 
range by 28-d post-exposure. 
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 Figure 4 illustrates the temporal fluctuation in gene expression within each of the 10 gene 
functional categories.  To put the data into perspective, Figure 4A shows the percentage of 
synaptic plasticity genes within each of the 10 categories.  The six categories with the highest 
representation were: 18% LTD, 18% IEG, 17% LTP, 12% NR, 9% PSD and 9% LRG.  Each bar 
in the histograms shows the percentage of genes within each of the 10 categories that showed 
a statistically significant change in the ipsilateral and contralateral IC at 2-d post-exposure 
(Figure 4B) and 28-d post-exposure (Figure 4C).  Only 2 genes declined significantly in the 
ipsilateral IC at 2-d post-exposure, one gene was in the LTD category and the other in CA 
group.  By contrast, most of synaptic plasticity genes declined significantly in the contralateral IC 
2-d post-exposure; 40% or more of the genes within each category had decreased significantly 
(Figure 4B).  The 5 categories with the largest changes were: CA, OT, NR, PSD and LTD.  At 
28-d post-exposure, more than 75% of the genes within each of the 10 categories had 
decreased significantly in the ipsilateral IC (Figure 4C, blue bars).  In contrast, only a small 
percentage of genes among the 10 categories were significantly downregulated in the 
contralateral IC at 28-d post-exposure (Figure 4C, red bars), most of the decreases were in the 
immediate early gene category. 
 mRNA in situ Hybridization: Gene array studies provide a global perspective of the 
noise-induced mRNA changes that occur in the brain.  To confirm the general findings of the 
gene array studies, we localized mRNA expression in brain sections from the IC using a 
commercial RNA in situ hybridization kit (RNA-CISH) with appropriate controls.  Because it was 
not practical to evaluate all genes that were differentially expressed in the ipsilateral and 
contralateral IC at 28 post-exposure time points, only two genes, Egr1 and Arc, were evaluated 
based on the extent of noise-induced changes in gene expression, potential relevance to 
auditory synaptic plasticity, and availability of rat-specific probes.  Arc was selected for RNA-
CISH analysis because it showed a large 8-fold decrease on the ipsilateral side at 28-d post-
exposure, that contrasted with a 3.7-fold decrease on the contralateral side at 28-d post-
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exposure.  In addition, we chose Egr1 for RNA-CISH analysis because of the large 10-fold 
decrease on the ipsilateral side at 28-d post-exposure contrasted with a 2.4-fold decrease on 
the contralateral side at 28-d post-exposure.  The purpose of these studies was to determine if 
the decreases observed in the gene array studies were also reflected by a generalized 
decrease in mRNA expression in the IC.  We did not perform a comprehensive assessment of 
the distribution of Arc and Egr1 mRNA in the various cells types located throughout the IC.   
 Figure 5A-C contains representative photomicrographs of coronal sections from the 
central nucleus of the IC showing Arc mRNA labeling; sections were obtained from unexposed 
sham controls and from the ipsilateral and contralateral IC of noise-exposed rats sacrificed 28-d 
post-exposure.  The sections were counterstained with Gills hematoxylin to label nuclei and the 
cell soma.  In the sham controls, numerous reddish puncta were present bilaterally in large, 
dense clusters around the cell body together with smaller, scattered puncta (Figure 5A).  At 28-d 
post-exposure, only small, scattered puncta of Arc mRNA labeling was evident in the ipsilateral 
IC (Figure 5B).  As illustrated by the results in this photomicrograph, Arc mRNA labeling was 
greatly reduced consistent with the large decrease in Arc gene expression.  In the contralateral 
IC, some moderately intense reddish clusters of Arc mRNA were present with small, scattered 
puncta (Figure 5C).  Arc mRNA labeling in the contralateral IC was slightly greater than in the 
ipsilateral IC consistent with gene array analysis.  While there were regional variations in Arc 
mRNA. 
 Figure 5D-F presents representative sections illustrating Egr1 mRNA labeling in the 
central nucleus of the IC from sham controls and from the ipsilateral and contralateral IC at 28-d 
post-exposure.  Many large, dense reddish Egr1 labeled puncta were present around the cell 
bodies. (Figure 5D).  At 28-d post-exposure, Egr1 mRNA labeling intensity was greatly reduced 
in the ipsilateral IC (Figure 5B), consistent with the large decrease in Egr1 gene expression.  In 
the contralateral IC, some moderately intense reddish clusters of Egr1 mRNA labeling were 
present around some cell bodies (Figure 5E).  Egr1 mRNA labeling in the contralateral IC was 
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slightly greater than on the ipsilateral side.  Figure 5G shows results with the positive ubiquitin 
(Ubc) control probe (ubiquitin), with red puncta throughout the tissue, but with less intensity than 
Egr or Arc, a consequence of it widespread, but lower intense labeling.   
Discussion 
 IC Synaptic Plasticity Gene Profile:   Rab3a, the most abundant synaptic plasticity 
gene in our sample from the IC, encodes the Ras-related protein Rab-3A involved in calcium 
mediated exocytosis, an important process in neurotransmitter release  (Geppert et al., 1994).  
Gria2, the second most abundant gene in the IC, encodes the excitatory glutamate ionotropic 
AMPA receptor subunit 2, suggesting that this particular receptor plays an important role in 
excitatory neurotransmission in the IC (Chen et al., 2001).  Ppp3ca, the third most abundant 
gene, codes for subunits of calcineurin A, a protein involved in the transduction of intracellular 
calcium-mediated signals (Wang et al., 1996).  Calcineurin A alpha isozyme mRNAs are 
expressed at relatively high levels in the IC (Buttini et al., 1993) where it could play a key role in 
activity dependent modulation of inhibitory neurotransmission (Bannai et al., 2009).  Mapk1, the 
fourth most abundant IC synaptic plasticity gene, codes for mitogen-activate protein kinase 1 
(also known as ERK2), involved in proliferation, differentiation and transcription.  Dynamic 
changes in phosphorylated ERK2 in the IC following unilateral cochlear ablation (Suneja and 
Potashner, 2003) could contribute to the growth and rearrangement of synapse, changes in 
neurotransmitter release, heightened spontaneous activity and enhanced sound-evoked neural 
activity (Benson et al., 1997, Suneja et al., 1998, Salvi et al., 2000, Mulders and Robertson, 
2009).  Ywhaq, the fifth most abundant synaptic plasticity gene, codes a family of 14-3-3 
proteins involved in signal transduction, apoptosis and proliferation (Malaspina et al., 2000).  
Ywhaq has been implicated in synaptic remodeling in the IC and the formation of auditory space 
maps which are derived from neurons sensitive to IID and ITD (Swofford and DeBello, 2007).  
Noise-induced changes in Ywhaq expression could lead to remodeling of synapses of neurons 
sensitive to IID and ITD. 
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 Eight of the 10 most abundantly expressed synaptic plasticity genes in the IC were also 
among the top 10 synaptic plasticity genes we observed in the VCN and/or DCN in our earlier 
study (Manohar et al., 2019).  Gria2, which was among the top 10 most abundant genes in the 
IC; was also among the top 10 in the DCN.  Seven of the other 10 most abundantly expressed 
synaptic plasticity genes in the IC, Gnai1, Mapk1, Ntrk2, Ppp2ca, Rab3a, Rheb and Ywhaq, 
were also in the top 10 in both the VCN and DCN.  The two genes among the top 10 in the IC, 
Ppp1ca and Ppp3ca, were not in the top 10 in the DCN and VCN.  Nevertheless, these two 
genes were expressed at similarly high levels in the cochlear nuclei.  These results suggest that 
the genes important for synaptic plasticity in the IC are similar to those in the cochlear nuclei. 
 Severe Unilateral Noise-Induced Hearing Loss:  The 126 dB exposure produced a 
severe hearing loss in the left ear without affecting the contralateral ear that was plugged and 
protected during the exposure.  These results accord well with our previous studies showing 
that this exposure causes massive loss of both inner and outer hair cells over nearly the entire 
length of the cochlea in all the noise-exposed ears without damaging hair cells in the 
contralateral cochlea (Kraus et al., 2010, Baizer et al., 2015).  Because the IC receives afferent 
inputs from virtually all auditory nuclei on the contralateral and ipsilateral side of brainstem 
(Aitkin and Phillips, 1984b, Moore et al., 1998), we expected that the unilateral hearing loss 
would alter the expression of genes in both the ipsilateral and contralateral IC.  However, it was 
unclear when these changes would occur on the ipsilateral and contralateral side, what genes 
would be affected, if mRNA levels would increase and/or decrease and if the changes would 
persist or recover.  Although the traumatic noise exposure lasted only 2 h, a punctate event, the 
consequences of this peripheral damage on the central auditory were persistent and 
progressive as reflected by the fact that auditory nerve degeneration and microglia activation 
continued to occur in the cochlear nuclei for six months or more (Baizer et al., 2015).  Therefore, 
dynamic changes in synaptic plasticity gene expression in the IC might be expected to occur 
over many months as neural circuits at lower and higher levels of the central nervous system 
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reorganize to compensate for the unilateral hearing loss and progressive degeneration of the 
auditory nerve fibers that innervate the cochlear nuclei (Illing, 2001, Illing et al., 2005, Kraus et 
al., 2009, Kraus et al., 2011).  While many of the noise-induced changes in gene expression in 
the IC likely arise from a reduction of afferent inputs from more peripheral parts of the auditory 
pathway, some could result from altered signaling from descending projections from the auditory 
cortex and medial geniculate body (Adams, 1980, Winer et al., 1998, Mellott et al., 2014).  
Consistent with view, significant changes in gene expression were observed in the IC after 
lesions of the auditory cortex (Clarkson et al., 2012).  
 IC versus DCN and VCN 2-d Post-Exposure:  We previously evaluated the changes in 
synaptic plasticity gene expression in the ipsilateral DCN and VCN 2-d following the same noise 
exposure employed in the current study (Manohar et al., 2019).  Synaptic plasticity gene 
expression was not significantly altered in the DCN 2-d post-exposure; however, six genes in 
the ipsilateral VCN, Bdnf, Cebpb, Crem, Egr1, Homer1 and Pcdh8, were significantly 
downregulated in the VCN.  None of these six downregulated genes in the VCN overlapped with 
the two genes in the ipsilateral IC, Ngfr and Tnf, that were downregulated 2-d post-exposure.  
Tnf encodes for TNF, a proinflammatory cytokine mainly secreted by brain microglia and 
astrocytes.  TNF-alpha can profoundly alter neural activity by potentiating excitatory 
neurotransmission while downregulating inhibitory neurotransmission (Stellwagen et al., 2005, 
Santello and Volterra, 2012, Olmos and Llado, 2014).  However, five of the six genes 
downregulated in the ipsilateral VCN 2-d post-exposure, Bdnf, Cebpb, Egr1, Homer1 and 
Pcdh8, were also significantly downregulated in the contralateral IC at this time.  One surprising 
difference between the IC and VCN was the number of genes that were downregulated at 2-d 
post-exposure.  Only 6 of 84 genes were downregulated in the ipsilateral VCN 2-d post-
exposure whereas 65 of 84 genes were downregulated in the IC.  Thus, the gene expression 
downregulation in the contralateral IC was much more widespread and substantial greater than 
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in either the VCN or DCN 2-post-exposure, an interesting result given that the IC is further 
removed from the cochlear lesion than the VCN and DCN.   
 Early Gene Expression Changes:  Most of the synaptic plasticity genes were 
downregulated after the noise exposure, while none were upregulated.  This downward trend is 
consistent with previous reports showing a general decline in mRNAs encoding excitatory and 
inhibitory proteins in the IC immediately following noise-induced temporary threshold shift (Dong 
et al., 2010a) or unilateral cochlear damage (Dong et al., 2009).  While gene expression was 
generally decreased immediately after noise-induced temporary threshold shift, the expression 
of many of the downregulated genes returned to near normal levels or in some cases were over 
expressed two- and four-weeks post-exposure presumably due to the fact that the cochlear 
hearing loss had nearly recovered by four-weeks post-exposure (Dong et al., 2010a).  These 
results contrast markedly with the large, persistent threshold shift (Figure 1) and hair cell loss 
that resulted from our 126 dB exposure (Baizer et al., 2015). 
 The initial downregulation at 2-d post-exposure affected many genes in the contralateral 
IC, whereas only a few decreases were observed in the ipsilateral IC (Figure 2A-B).  This early 
downregulation in the contralateral IC could be related to the fact that sounds delivered to the 
ipsilateral ear evoke more robust and shorter latency responses in the contralateral IC (Semple 
and Kitzes, 1985, Popelar et al., 1994, McAlpine et al., 1997).  The contralateral IC also 
receives many ascending inputs from the ipsilateral cochlear nucleus on the side with the noise-
damaged cochlea (Adams, 1979, Nordeen et al., 1983).  The prominent connectivity of the 
contralateral IC with the noise-damaged cochlear may contribute to the early changes in the 
contralateral IC.   
 At 2-d post-exposure, 40% or more of the genes in all 10 gene categories were 
significantly depressed in the contralateral IC (Figure 4B).  The categories in which a large 
percentage of genes were downregulated included long-term depression, cell adhesion and 
neuronal receptors and postsynaptic density.  Cell adhesion molecules, which bring pre- and 
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post-synaptic cells into contact, play an important role in many different aspects of synaptic 
function (Thalhammer and Cingolani, 2014).  Decreased expression of genes involved in cell 
adhesion such as Adam10, Cdh2, Ncam1 and Pcdh8 could lead to the uncoupling of synaptic 
connections in the IC due to the loss of neural activity from the noise-damaged cochlea.  The 
reduced expression of Adam10, which encodes the metalloproteinase Adam10, could 
conceivably reduce the number of dendritic spines and degrade glutamatergic synaptic 
transmission (Marcello et al., 2017).  Similarly, the noise-induced downregulation of Cdh2, 
which codes for N-cadherin, could suppress neurite branching shortly after the noise trauma 
(Yamagata et al., 2018).   
 IC vs DCN and VCN 28-d Post-Exposure:  The changes in IC synaptic plasticity gene 
expression can be compare to those seen in the ipsilateral DCN and VCN 28-d following the 
same noise exposure employed in this study (Manohar et al., 2019).  At 28-d post-exposure, the 
expression levels of two genes, Ntf3 and Ntf4, were significantly upregulated in the ipsilateral 
DCN.  In contrast, the expression level of Ntf3 was downregulated in the ipsilateral IC.  In the 
ipsilateral VCN, the expression levels of 62 of 84 genes were significantly downregulated 
whereas 73 were significantly downregulated in the ipsilateral IC; most of the genes 
downregulated in ipsilateral VCN were also downregulated in the IC.  Thus, the gene expression 
downregulation in the ipsilateral VCN appeared to be largely consistent with those in the 
ipsilateral IC.  In contrast, the expression levels of only12 genes were significantly 
downregulated in the contralateral IC; among these, only 6, Arc, Egr1, Fos, Grin2c, Junb and 
Pim1, were also downregulated in the ipsilateral VCN. 
 Contralateral Recovery of Gene Expression Changes: Most of the 65 plasticity genes 
in the contralateral IC that were significantly downregulated at 2-d post-exposure had recovered 
by 28-d post-exposure (Figure 2B, D and 3B), while only a small percentage were still 
significantly downregulated.  There was substantial recovery among the genes involved in long-
term depression, long-term potentiation, cell adhesion, neuronal receptors and postsynaptic 
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density (Figure 4B vs. 4C).  Some genes that partially or completely recovered at 28-d post-
exposure included glutamate metabotropic receptors (Grm1, Grm2, Grm3, Grm4, Grm5, Grm7, 
Grm8), glutamate ionotropic NMDA receptors (Grin2a, Grin2b, Grin2d) and ionotropic AMPA 
receptors (Gria1, Gria2, Gria3, Gria4); these genes are associated with the long-term 
depression, long-term potentiation, neuronal receptors and postsynaptic density proteins (Table 
2, 4, 6).  The recovery of these genes, which regulate glutamatergic synaptic function and 
excitability, could contribute to the gradual buildup of spontaneous activity in the contralateral IC 
following unilateral NIHL (Sotgiu et al., 2003, Mulders and Robertson, 2009, Manzoor et al., 
2012, Milanese et al., 2014, Naydenov et al., 2014, David-Pereira et al., 2017).  The increased 
expression of glutamatergic genes might also be linked to GAP-43, a protein involved in axonal 
outgrowth and synaptic plasticity that is upregulated in the contralateral and ipsilateral IC after 
unilateral NIHL (Brainard and Knudsen, 1995, Michler and Illing, 2002).  This interpretation is 
consistent with studies showing that glutamate agonists increase GAP-43 mRNA expression 
whereas glutamate antagonists decrease its expression (Console-Bram et al., 1998).   
 IEG are expected to show an acute increase in expression followed by a decline within a 
few hours.  However, in our study, the expression levels of IEG in the IC were always 
downregulated, never upregulated above baseline levels.  Among the genes in the “early 
responder” category that remained significantly downregulated in the contralateral IC at 28-d 
post-exposure were Fos, Egr1, Egr2, Egr3, and Arc, Junb and Pim1 and growth factor-related 
genes Tnf and Ngfr.  The persistent downregulation of these IEG at 28-d post-exposure 
suggests that the synaptic response to noise exposure is an ongoing and evolving process.  
One factor likely to contribute to the persistent decrease of these immediate early gene in the 
prolonged period (>6 months) of auditory nerve fibers degeneration which is accompanied by 
prolonged upregulation of microglia in the cochlear nucleus (Baizer et al., 2015).  Consistent 
with the gene array data, Arc and Egr1 were also downregulated with RNA-CISH (Figure 5).  
The Egr genes, which codes for early growth response proteins, are transcriptional regulators 
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whose gene products contribute to differentiation and neuroplasticity (Knapska and Kaczmarek, 
2004).  Arc and its protein product are involved in long-term potentiation, depression and 
homeostatic plasticity (Epstein and Finkbeiner, 2018).  Both Arc and Egr1, activated by the 
mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase pathway (Davis et al., 2000, Waltereit et al., 2001), are 
also downregulated in the IC after acute and chronic treatment with sodium salicylate, which 
induces temporary cochlear hearing loss  (Hu et al., 2014).  Arc and other Egr genes are also 
decreased in the auditory cortex 2-weeks after bilateral cochlear ablation, but these genes 
largely recovered by 4-weeks post-ablation (Oh et al., 2007).    
 Delayed Downregulation in Ipsilateral IC: Surprisingly, there was a delayed, but 
massive downregulation of synaptic plasticity genes in the ipsilateral IC at 28-d post-exposure.  
More than 75% of the synaptic plasticity genes had decreased significantly in the ipsilateral IC 
whereas many genes in the contralateral IC were trending back toward to pre-exposure levels.  
Interestingly, many of the genes downregulated in the ipsilateral IC 28-d post exposure were the 
same ones that decreased significantly in the VCN 1-month post-exposure (Manohar et al., 
2019).  
 The mechanisms responsible for the delayed downregulation in the ipsilateral IC are 
poorly understood.  One possibility is that changes in the ipsilateral IC at 28-d post-exposure 
are triggered by the earlier changes in the contralateral IC, which are in turn relayed to the 
ipsilateral IC through inter-commissural connections (Aitkin and Phillips, 1984a, Coleman and 
Clerici, 1987, Gonzalez-Hernandez et al., 1996).  One phenomenon related to these delayed 
gene expression changes is that the ipsilateral IC normally responds more weakly to ipsilateral 
than contralateral sound stimulation (Popelar et al., 1994).  However, a few weeks after 
destruction of the contralateral cochlea, the ipsilateral IC gradually begins to respond more 
robustly to ipsilateral sound stimulation.   
 Another factor that could contribute to the delayed gene expression changes in the 
ipsilateral IC as well as the contralateral IC is neural cell loss observed in the IC and well as 
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other auditory nuclei following noise-induced permanent threshold shift (Groschel et al., 2010).  
Cell loss in the IC and other central auditory structures could be mediated in part by 
upregulation and downregulation of pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic genes and proteins in 
studies of acute and permanent noise-induced hearing loss (Groschel et al., 2018).   
 Except for Grm8, all the genes downregulated in the ipsilateral IC at 28-d post-exposure 
were the same ones that had previously been downregulated in the contralateral IC at 2-d post-
exposure (Table 4-5).  Thus, the downregulation seen in the ipsilateral IC 28-d post-exposure 
seemed to largely recapitulate the changes seen in the contralateral IC at 2-d post-exposure.  
However, eight additional genes (Grin1, Nfkbib, Ppp1r14a, Ppp3ca, Rab3a, Synpo, Timp1 and 
Ywhaq) were also significantly downregulated in the ipsilateral IC at 28-d post exposure.  Many 
of these were in the LTP category (Grin1, Ppp3ca, Rab3a and Ywhaq).  Others have reported 
decreased expression of Rab3a in the contralateral IC 1-week after inducing a high-frequency 
cochlear lesion (Dong et al., 2009); this decrease was associated with increased spontaneous 
rates among high-frequency neurons in the contralateral IC.  Decreased expression of Rab3a 
and Ppp1r14a have has also been observed in the ventral cochlear nucleus 28-d post-noise 
exposure (Manohar et al., 2019).  Elimination of the Rab-3a protein in the hippocampus of 
knockout mice abolishes LTP (Castillo et al., 1997) and increases synaptic depression in the 
hippocampus after high-frequency pulse trains (Geppert et al., 1994). Such changes in Rab-3a 
mediated synaptic function could disrupt ITD processing and auditory temporal processing in 
the IC of subjects with cochlear hearing loss.  Similarly, a significant decrease Grin1 (glutamate 
ionotropic NMDA receptor) was seen in the IC of C57 mice with high-frequency age-related 
hearing loss (Osumi et al., 2012).  Grin1, which codes for the glutamate NMDAR1 receptor 
subunit, is thought to play an important role in neuroplasticity. NMDAR1 knockout mice show 
increased pyramidal cell excitability in forebrain neurons because of altered membrane 
properties (Tatard-Leitman et al., 2015).  Mice with high-frequency age-related hearing loss 
show behavioral and electrophysiological evidence of hyperactivity to suprathreshold low-
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frequency stimuli (Willott and Turner, 2000).  Similarly, high-frequency noise-induced hearing 
loss leads to sound-evoked hyperactivity to low-frequency sounds in the IC (Salvi et al., 1990).   
 Unresponsive Genes:  While the expression level of many genes changed significantly, 
9 genes were unresponsive to unilateral hearing loss; their values did not change significantly in 
the ipsilateral or contralateral IC at 2-d or 28-d post-exposure.  Four of the unresponsive genes, 
Crem, Egr4, Ngf and Rheb, were in the immediate early gene category.  Excessive stimulation 
of dopamine receptors in the striatum increases the expression of Crem (Berke et al., 1998). 
Spinal cord lesions upregulate the expression of Ngf mRNA near the lesion, but not at sites 
distant from the lesion which may explain the lack of change in the IC (Brown et al., 2007).  The 
other five unresponsive genes, Igf1, Mapk1, Mmp9, Ntf4 and Prkg1, were in the LTP and/or LTD 
categories.  Lesions of the hippocampal dentate gyrus resulted in increased expression in Igf1 
mRNA in microglia within the lesioned area (Breese et al., 1996).  We have found that intense 
noise exposure activates microglia in the cochlear nucleus (Baizer et al., 2015).  However, we 
have not observed microglia activation in the IC after unilateral NIHL (unpublished data), which 
may explain why Igf1 expression was unchanged in the IC. 
 Synopsis:  Unilateral hearing loss disrupts many aspects of auditory perception, 
especially those that require the integration of acoustic cues derived from both ears (Hawkins et 
al., 1987, Firszt et al., 2017, Agterberg et al., 2019).  Not surprisingly, when one ear is severely 
damaged, the functional properties of IC neurons are altered as a result of the lack of sensory 
input and the resulting neurodegenerative and neuroplastic changes in the central auditory 
pathway and elsewhere in the central nervous system (Moore and Irvine, 1981, Popelar et al., 
1994, Kim et al., 1997, McAlpine et al., 1997, Morest et al., 1997).  Compensatory neuroplastic 
changes occurring in the IC could lead to the loss, rearrangement and modification of the 
synaptic machinery within the IC (Suneja et al., 2000, Suneja and Potashner, 2003, Mo et al., 
2006).  Most synaptic plasticity genes, which regulate neural activity, were significantly 
downregulated in the contralateral IC 2-d post-exposure.  The expression levels of most of the 
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downregulated genes had largely recovered to baseline levels by 28-d post-exposure.  
Surprisingly, very few synaptic plasticity genes were downregulated in the ipsilateral IC 2-d 
post-exposure.  However, this was followed by a massive downregulation of more than 75% of 
the synaptic plasticity genes in the ipsilateral IC at 28-d post-exposure.  The location and time 
course of these gene expression changes in the ipsilateral and contralateral IC provide 
important new clues regarding the molecular and genetic changes that modulate the structural 
and functional changes that occur in the IC following severe unilateral NIHL.  The noise-induced 
hearing loss genes that we identified in the IC represent potential therapeutic targets for treating 
the phantom sound of tinnitus and improving the perceptual outcomes in patients with a 
cochlear implant.  
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Figure 1:  Mean (+/- SD, n=3 per group) ABR thresholds measured from the left and right ear of 
the sham control group and the noise-exposed group (126 dB SPL, 2 h, 12 kHz narrow 
band noise) 28-d post-exposure.  Right ear of noise-exposed group plugged during the 
exposure to prevent hearing loss in the right ear.    
Figure 2:  Volcano plots showing synaptic plasticity gene expression changes in the IC 2-d (top 
row) and 28-d (bottom row) post-exposure.  Changes in the ipsilateral IC shown on the left 
(A, C) and changes in the contralateral IC shown on the right (B, C).  Abscissa plots gene 
expression changes on Log2 (fold change) format.  Gene expression decreases greater 
than 50% represented by blue circles.  Gene expression changes between -50% and +50% 
represented by open black circles.  Ordinate show statistical significance plotted as –Log10 
(p value).  Gene expression decreases >50% (left of the blue dashed line) and with p<0.5 
(above green dashed line) were classified as significant changes in gene expression.  None 
of the increases in gene expression exceeded +50%, therefore none of the increases were 
considered significant.  
Figure 3:  Scatterplot showing the fold change in synaptic plasticity genes expression at 28-d 
post-exposure versus fold change in gene expression 2-d post exposure for the (A) 
ipsilateral IC and (B) contralateral IC.  Points above the diagonal line represent an increase 
in gene expression from 2-d to 28-d whereas points below the diagonal represent genes 
that decreased expression from 2-d to 28-d post-exposure.  Most of the synaptic plasticity 
genes in the ipsilateral IC became downregulated 28-d post-exposure whereas most of the 
genes in the contralateral IC were already significantly downregulated  (fold change <0.5) 
2-d post-exposure, but the expression level of many of these genes had increased and had 
returned to the “normal” range (fold change greater than 0.5 and less than 1.5).  
39 
 
Figure 4:  Synaptic plasticity gene expression firsts declined in IC contralateral to the noise-
exposed followed several weeks later by a decline in the ipsilateral IC.  (A) Pie chart 
showing the percentages of the synaptic plasticity genes in each of the 10 gene categories: 
LTD (long term depression), LTP (long term potentiation), IEG (immediate early gene), LRG 
(late response gene), CA (cell adhesion), EMP (extracellular matrix and proteolytic), CC 
(Creb cofactor), NR (neuronal receptor), PSD (postsynaptic density) and OT (other).  (B) 
Percentage (%) of genes within each of the 10 categories that was significantly decreased 
at 2-d post-exposure in the ipsilateral IC (red) versus the IC contralateral to (blue dashed) 
the noise-exposed ear.  At 2-d post-exposure, 40% or more of the genes in each of the 10 
categories were depressed in the contralateral IC.  (C) Percentage (%) genes within each 
of the 10 categories were significantly decreased at 28-d post-exposure in the ipsilateral IC 
(red) versus the IC contralateral to (blue dashed) the noise-exposed ear. At 28-d post-
exposure, most of the genes in the 10 categories were depressed in the ipsilateral IC. 
Figure 5:  Representative photomicrographs of coronal sections from the ipsilateral and 
contralateral central nucleus of the inferior colliculus (IC); sections from sham controls (left) 
and those taken 28-d post-exposure from ipsilateral (middle row) or contralateral (right row) 
IC.  Reddish puncta (arrows) show in situ labeling of mRNA probe for Arc (top row) and 
Egr1 (bottom row).  Sections counterstained with Gill’s hematoxylin (blueish gray). Mean 
fold change (FC) in gene expression in controls and 28-d post-exposure groups shown in 
lower right of each panel. Many dark reddish puncta for Arc mRNA (A) and Egr1 mRNA (D) 
around soma of cells from sham controls.  Density and intensity of reddish puncta for Arc 
and Egr1 greatly reduced in ipsilateral IC 28-d post-exposure (B and E) compared to 
labeling in unexposed sham control.  Density and/or intensity of reddish puncta for Arc and 
Egr1 is greater in contralateral IC than in ipsilateral IC.  Scale bar shown in panels A and D. 
Positive control probe for ubiquitin (Ubc) (G) shows widespread, but  light reddish puncta 





 Intense unilateral noise exposure decreased IC synaptic plasticity gene expression 
 Synaptic plasticity gene expression in ipsilateral IC largely unaltered 2d post-noise 
 65 of 84 synaptic plasticity gene levels decreased in contralateral IC 2d post-noise 
 Most synaptic plasticity gene levels in contralateral IC recovered 28d post-noise 
 73 of 84 synaptic plasticity gene levels decreased in ipsilateral IC 28d post-exposure 




Table 1. Relative abundance (RA) of synaptic plasticity gene 







































































































































































































































































































Camk2g Adcy1 Arc Inhba, Adam10 Adam10, Akt1 Ephb2 Adam10 RGD1562511
Gnai1 Adcy8 Bdnf Synpo Cdh2 Mmp9 Camk2g Gabra5, Arc Sirt1
Gria1 Bdnf Cebpb Grin2a Plat Grin1 Gria1 Dlg4
Gria2 Camk2a Cebpd Grin2b Reln Grin2a Gria2 Gria1
Gria3 Camk2g Creb1 Ncam1 Timp1 Grin2b Gria3 Gria3
Gria4 Cdh2 Crem Pcdh8 Grin2c Gria4 Gria4
Gria4 Cnr1 Egr1 Ppp2ca Grin2d Grin1 Grin1
Grip1 Gabra5 Egr2 Reln Mapk1 Grin2a Grin2a
Grm1 Gnai1 Egr3 Tnf Ppp1ca Grin2b Grin2b
Grm2 Gria1 Egr4 Ppp1cc Grin2c Grin2c
Homer1 Gria2 Fos Grin2d Grm1
Igf1 Grin1 Homer1 Grm1 Grm3
Klf10 Grin2a Jun Grm2 Homer1
Mapk1 Grin2b Junb Grm3 Pick1
Ncam1 Grin2c Klf10 Grm4 Synpo
Ngfr Grin2d Mmp9 Grm5
Nos1 Mapk1 Nfkb1 Grm7
Ntrk2 Mmp9 Nfkbib Grm8























Table 3: Ipsilateral IC 2-d Post Exposure Fold Change and p Value re Sham Control
Gene FC p Value Gene FC p Value Gene FC p Value
Adam10 0.789 0.011 Grin2a 0.917 0.307 Ntf3 0.515 0.008
Adcy1 1.423 0.060 Grin2b 1.016 0.848 Ntf4 0.981 0.919
Adcy8 1.059 0.237 Grin2c 1.365 0.125 Ntrk2 0.917 0.306
Akt1 0.821 0.234 Grin2d 0.804 0.396 Pcdh8 0.943 0.873
Arc 0.834 0.425 Grip1 0.909 0.582 Pick1 0.913 0.581
Bdnf 0.686 0.225 Grm1 0.737 0.152 Pim1 0.833 0.094
Camk2a 1.210 0.286 Grm2 0.976 0.885 Plat 0.815 0.048
Camk2g 1.013 0.828 Grm3 0.920 0.359 Plcg1 0.589 0.001
Cdh2 0.689 0.034 Grm4 1.135 0.281 Ppp1ca 0.892 0.165
Cebpb 1.009 0.883 Grm5 0.985 0.946 Ppp1cc 0.952 0.660
Cebpd 0.579 0.164 Grm7 0.888 0.305 Ppp1r14a 0.852 0.014
Cnr1 0.766 0.017 Grm8 0.670 0.018 Ppp2ca 0.943 0.451
Creb1 0.858 0.118 Homer1 0.959 0.683 Ppp3ca 0.956 0.565
Crem 0.924 0.102 Igf1 0.834 0.180 Prkca 1.088 0.400
Dlg4 1.303 0.064 Inhba 0.708 0.018 Prkcg 1.274 0.119
Egr1 0.631 0.159 Jun 1.016 0.871 Prkg1 0.999 0.994
Egr2 0.750 0.379 Junb 0.597 0.313 Rab3a 1.127 0.004
Egr3 1.011 0.867 Klf10 0.759 0.052 Rela 1.233 0.007
Egr4 0.827 0.516 Mapk1 1.044 0.524 Reln 0.780 0.011
Ephb2 1.020 0.797 Mmp9 0.827 0.046 RGD1562511 0.909 0.106
Fos 0.547 0.090 Ncam1 0.096 0.586 Rgs2 0.840 0.118
Gabra5 0.761 0.016 Nfkb1 0.804 0.141 Rheb 0.988 0.741
Gnai1 0.920 0.130 Nfkbib 0.566 0.110 Sirt1 0.974 0.508
Gria1 0.788 0.041 Ngf 0.812 0.133 Srf 1.004 0.898
Gria2 1.071 0.542 Ngfr 0.457 0.003 Synpo 1.487 0.033
Gria3 1.047 0.421 Nos1 1.497 0.003 Timp1 0.800 0.035
Gria4 0.941 0.256 Nptx2 1.047 0.536 Tnf 0.337 0.016
Grin1 1.129 0.073 Nr4a1 0.930 0.978 Ywhaq 1.056 0.333
Table 4: Contralateral IC 2-d Post Exposure Fold Change and p Value re Sham Control
Gene FC p Value Gene FC p Value Gene FC p Value
Adam10 0.342 0.000 Grin2a 0.328 0.001 Ntf3 0.226 0.003
Adcy1 0.295 0.000 Grin2b 0.238 0.000 Ntf4 0.857 0.180
Adcy8 0.556 0.003 Grin2c 0.297 0.000 Ntrk2 0.322 0.000
Akt1 0.175 0.000 Grin2d 0.147 0.001 Pcdh8 0.158 0.001
Arc 0.139 0.000 Grip1 0.233 0.000 Pick1 0.406 0.001
Bdnf 0.449 0.009 Grm1 0.203 0.001 Pim1 0.222 0.000
Camk2a 0.306 0.000 Grm2 0.150 0.000 Plat 0.441 0.000
Camk2g 0.259 0.000 Grm3 0.470 0.000 Plcg1 0.151 0.000
Cdh2 0.285 0.002 Grm4 0.335 0.000 Ppp1ca 0.486 0.000
Cebpb 0.215 0.000 Grm5 0.172 0.000 Ppp1cc 0.475 0.001
Cebpd 0.410 0.036 Grm7 0.248 0.000 Ppp1r14a 1.043 0.143
Cnr1 0.237 0.000 Grm8 0.438 0.002 Ppp2ca 0.484 0.000
Creb1 0.255 0.000 Homer1 0.329 0.001 Ppp3ca 0.940 0.365
Crem 0.749 0.001 Igf1 0.899 0.397 Prkca 0.335 0.000
Dlg4 0.293 0.000 Inhba 0.244 0.000 Prkcg 0.332 0.000
Egr1 0.259 0.008 Jun 0.456 0.001 Prkg1 0.522 0.002
Egr2 0.280 0.015 Junb 0.143 0.000 Rab3a 0.640 0.000
Egr3 0.240 0.004 Klf10 0.267 0.001 Rela 0.392 0.000
Egr4 0.933 0.946 Mapk1 0.651 0.000 Reln 0.358 0.000
Ephb2 0.218 0.000 Mmp9 0.637 0.007 RGD1562511 0.255 0.000
Fos 0.368 0.023 Ncam1 0.374 0.000 Rgs2 0.816 0.072
Gabra5 0.316 0.000 Nfkb1 0.144 0.000 Rheb 0.875 0.013
Gnai1 0.415 0.000 Nfkbib 0.577 0.116 Sirt1 0.364 0.000
Gria1 0.255 0.000 Ngf 0.607 0.014 Srf 0.280 0.000
Gria2 0.462 0.002 Ngfr 0.189 0.000 Synpo 0.533 0.006
Gria3 0.486 0.001 Nos1 0.331 0.000 Timp1 0.633 0.004
Gria4 0.417 0.000 Nptx2 0.241 0.000 Tnf 0.154 0.007
Grin1 0.531 0.009 Nr4a1 0.401 0.010 Ywhaq 0.561 0.000
Table 5: Ipsilateral IC 28-d Post Exposure Fold Change and p Value re Sham Control
Gene FC p Value Gene FC p Value Gene FC p Value
Adam10 0.216 0.000 Grin2a 0.361 0.0 0 Ntf3 0.231 0.002
Adcy1 0.107 0.000 Grin2b 0.311 0.0 1 Ntf4 1.195 0.315
Adcy8 0.304 0. 00 Grin2c 0.401 0.0 1 Ntrk2 0.244 0.000
Akt1 0.144 0. 00 Grin2d 0.170 0.0 Pcdh8 0.113 0.000
Arc 0.125 0.000 Grip1 0.080 0.0 0 Pick1 0.167 0.000
Bdnf 0.319 0.014 Grm1 0.122 0.0 1 Pim 0.210 0.000
Camk2a 0.434 0.002 Grm2 0.1 7 0.00 Plat 0.240 0.000
Camk2g 0.383 0.001 Grm3 0.327 0.0 0 Plcg1 0.152 0.000
Cdh2 0.497 0.006 Grm4 0.243 0.0 1 Ppp1ca 0.127 0.000
Cebpb 0.300 0.000 Grm5 0.163 0.0 0 Ppp1cc 0.198 0.002
Cebpd 0.078 0.008 Grm7 0.094 0.0 0 Ppp1r14a 0.339 0.002
Cnr1 0.247 0.000 Grm8 0.543 0.0 2 Ppp ca 0.312 0.001
Creb1 0.322 0.000 Homer1 0.411 0.0 9 Ppp3ca 0.400 0.001
Crem 0.597 0.002 Igf1 0.677 0.0 6 Prkca 0.182 0.001
Dlg4 0.116 0.000 Inhba 0.180 0.0 0 Prkcg 0.116 0.000
Egr1 0.098 0.002 Jun 0.205 0.0 0 Prkg1 0.505 0.003
Egr2 0.222 0.008 Junb 0.054 0.0 0 Rab3a 0.342 0.009
Egr3 0.265 0.004 Klf10 0.198 0.0 0 Rela 0.297 0.004
Egr4 0.614 0.018 Mapk1 0.722 0.0 1 Reln 0.169 0.000
Ephb2 0.181 0.000 Mmp9 0.889 0.594 RGD1562511 0.160 0.000
Fos 0.182 0.000 Ncam1 0.170 0.0 0 Rgs2 0.607 0.027
Gabra5 0.170 0.000 Nfkb1 0.091 0.0 0 Rheb 0.681 0.005
Gnai1 0.495 0.002 Nfkbib 0.116 0.017 Sirt1 0.460 0.000
Gria1 0.233 0.000 Ngf 0.847 0.443 Srf 0.149 0.000
Gria2 0.449 0.005 Ngfr 0.290 0.000 Synpo 0.471 0.019
Gria3 0.451 0.002 Nos1 0.392 0.001 Timp1 0.492 0.001
Gria4 0.351 0.001 Nptx2 0.228 0.002 Tnf 0.280 0.012
Grin1 0.126 0.000 Nr4a1 0.244 0.000 Ywhaq 0.261 0.001
Table 6: Contralateral IC 28-d Post Exposure Fold Change and p Value re Sham Control
Gene FC p Value Gene FC p Value Gene FC p Value
Adam10 0.756 0.046 Grin2a 0.717 0.007 Ntf3 0.763 0.196
Adcy1 0.679 0.005 Grin2b 0.679 0.009 Ntf4 0.910 0.099
Adcy8 0.788 0.013 Grin2c 0.451 0.005 Ntrk2 0.709 0.013
Akt1 0.595 0.002 Grin2d 0.527 0.020 Pcdh8 0.593 0.135
Arc 0.265 0.000 Grip1 0.643 0.017 Pick1 0.620 0.008
Bdnf 0.561 0.007 Grm1 0.595 0.040 Pim1 0.488 0.000
Camk2a 0.763 0.011 Grm2 0.551 0.008 Plat 0.655 0.003
Camk2g 0.739 0.006 Grm3 0.839 0.083 Plcg1 0.592 0.010
Cdh2 0.737 0.059 Grm4 0.783 0.035 Ppp1ca 0.779 0.014
Cebpb 0.657 0.036 Grm5 0.620 0.004 Ppp1cc 0.867 0.063
Cebpd 0.435 0.047 Grm7 0.648 0.006 Ppp1r14a 0.991 0.619
Cnr1 0.686 0.009 Grm8 0.769 0.080 Ppp2ca 0.736 0.002
Creb1 0.731 0.012 Homer1 0.732 0.030 Ppp3ca 1.040 0.203
Crem 0.920 0.084 Igf1 0.748 0.000 Prkca 0.748 0.028
Dlg4 0.686 0.009 Inhba 0.620 0.012 Prkcg 0.648 0.054
Egr1 0.415 0.007 Jun 0.736 0.066 Prkg1 0.881 0.106
Egr2 0.353 0.014 Junb 0.265 0.000 Rab3a 0.927 0.000
Egr3 0.435 0.006 Klf10 0.552 0.001 Rela 0.778 0.079
Egr4 0.506 0.002 Mapk1 0.973 0.398 Reln 0.691 0.015
Ephb2 0.602 0.004 Mmp9 0.642 0.002 RGD1562511 0.652 0.012
Fos 0.279 0.000 Ncam1 0.719 0.006 Rgs2 0.822 0.000
Gabra5 0.746 0.009 Nfkb1 0.571 0.003 Rheb 0.923 0.002
Gnai1 0.867 0.107 Nfkbib 0.662 0.184 Sirt1 0.843 0.004
Gria1 0.652 0.013 Ngf 0.612 0.009 Srf 0.699 0.012
Gria2 0.841 0.101 Ngfr 0.417 0.000 Synpo 0.826 0.111
Gria3 0.873 0.054 Nos1 0.688 0.006 Timp1 0.620 0.000
Gria4 0.914 0.005 Nptx2 0.561 0.001 Tnf 0.422 0.024
Grin1 0.593 0.002 Nr4a1 0.371 0.000 Ywhaq 0.897 0.027
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